It seems Ian has tried his car on petrol and diesel and now he
is trying steam. Get shovelling Elaine!
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Meetings held the last Wednesday of the month, Old Silhillians Rugby Club, Knowle
(Jct 5 M42)
Club Nights

and Events

JUNE
 Wed 26 Jun 13: Club Evening: Rally Evening – RV at Fleur de
Lys, Lowsonford. (MA7C event)
 Sat 29 Jun 13: Sambourne Village Fête
 June 30th 13: The Vintage Austin Register is holding its main event at
Avoncroft building museum, Bromsgrove and any member will be most
welcome. It promises to be a good event and there are lots of attractions for all
the family.
JULY
 13/14 Jul 13: Stourport Steam Rally
 Sun 21 Jul 13: Longbridge Rally at a National Trust property
Baddesley Clinton ( MA7C event)
 Wed 31 Jul 13: Club Evening: Noggin 'n Natter
AUGUST/ SEPTEMBER
 Mon 26 Aug 13: Pershore Plum Festival
 Wed 28 Aug 13: Club Evening: Noggin 'n NatterSept 8th
 Middleton Hall Rally (MA7C) note date change

Chair Chat
Stanford Hall was another sunny one, if you missed it, you probably missed the British summer too!
31 Austins and a Singer enjoyed a bright but breezy day adjacent to considerably more Skodas and
a few Sunbeam motor bikes. The various class winners were the following:
The Jewel Trophy
Gary Wilkinson
The Van Trophy
Chris Johns
The Pre ’31 Trophy
Ian Lyman
Chrome Rad
Peter Walsh
Sports and Specials
Michael Shearer
Lord and Lady Braye
Mike Grimes
It comes to something when the visitors win more than MA7C but we are not bad losers. Modesty
aside, the Gentleman’s Cake competition which was judged the eminent cakologist and master
baker, Peter Walsh assisted by Mary, his wife and was won by your Chairman. If I can do it surely the
rest of you can, so next year can we please have a lot more entries.
I know a number of you were surprised by the entry charge this year. I, too was surprised
and a number of you expressed your opinions quite clearly. I am writing to Stanford Hall to request
firstly that our event is retimed away from a Bank Holiday w/e and that secondly, we go back to the
2012 prices. I will also point out that as we have been visiting for so long, all those who wish to go
round the house have already done so. You will be aware that 2014 will be the 50th visit by MA7C to
Stanford Hall so we really must make it a big event with lots of support please.
I know at least 2 members went this w/e to Coughton Court . I trust you had a dry and
enjoyable day along with the ten ATDC members.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This month’s meeting is at the Fleur de Lys Pub in Lowesenford, meeting time is 7.30pm and the pub
does do food. You will be very lonely at the Old Sils.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------New Date for your Diary

31st JULY 2013 An Evening Visit to Arnold Crowe’s

Please remember this is a month later than usual and the nights will be that much shorter. Lighting
up time will be 8.50pm. Arnold would like to see as many OLD cars as possible and the minimum of
moderns.
Thats all for now. ATB.Brem

FOR SALE 1938 Ruby ‘Tin top’ – unfinished project
Chassis: complete, including new brakes, kingpins, steering bushes and new tyres,
tubes etc. Petrol tank repaired, Bowden cable front brakes, all painted.
Engine: complete rebuild using Dave Flake block, tested and run on test bed.
Body: new panels include complete floor, wheel arch inners, boot floor, rear panel,
new sills, and outer body panels where needed, all welded in place and painted. Body
needs panel finishing. Wings and running boards need fitting.
Parts still required: headlamps, wiring loom, exhaust. All other parts there.
With original registration and a photographic record of the rebuild to date. £4500

T 01675 463806

Woburn 750 Motor Club
Event.

Pre-War Prescott!
Saturday 20th July 2013
Invitation to all Austin Seven owners
I am delighted to invite all Austin Seven owners to participate in the third Pre-War Prescott
Garden Party on Saturday 20th July. Now in its third year, this exciting and rapidly expanding
annual event is open to all Edwardian, Vintage and thirties cars and fills a gap in the annual
schedule of club events held at this famous hillclimb venue.
Pre-War Prescott is characterised by a relaxed garden party atmosphere that offers untimed
climbs of the hill throughout the day. The day is free from the formality of a competitive
meet. No flame-proof overalls, helmets or racing licenses will be required. Passengers and
children may be carried, and saloons are equally welcome to join in the fun.
Full catering and licensed bar facilities will be available all day, the BOC shop will be open and
there will be numerous trade stands, auto jumble stands and much more to see and do. In
addition a number of one-make clubs and registers will be present with their club tents and
spares stands. Motor Wheel Services will also be on site and happy to fit new tyres for you
during the day. And once again, we are honoured to have the SU Carburetter Company as our
main sponsor for the day and the SU boys will be out on the hill with the remarkable Skinner
Special.
The event is fast becoming a significant international gathering, the objective of which is to
honour equally all those cars that survived World War Two. Many of our pre-war cars were
used during the war and contributed materially to our victory. And many of us are now
driving cars that were owned in the war by those who never returned, and whose sacrifice paid
for the freedoms we enjoy today. To repay just a small pert of our debt, the RAF Charitable
Trust has been nominated as the official charity of the event, and a significant donation will be
made at the end of the day with proceeds from a no-reserve auction of donated spares and
automobilia organized by Hereford Vintage Auctions during the lunch break, when we are
also expecting a display by aircraft from the RAF Battle of Britain Memorial Flight.
The day will conclude with the award of various prizes followed by a BBQ and live Forties
entertainment on the hill. And for those wishing to make a weekend of it, there will be a
Cotswold Navigation Rally and parallel Scenic Tour on Sunday.
Much more is in the pipeline for this year’s expanded event, and breaking news can be found
on the event website at www.prewarprescott.com, where online entries can also be made.
Ian Grace vintageminor@gmail.com

Austin – a family affair
“What will you offer for my beautiful A7” said the spider to the fly.
Once a week Susan and I usually shop and then have lunch in Stratford.
We tend to steer clear of the tourist traps and have found a very small
café run by Richard. His food is simple but always tasty. For those with a
sweet tooth home-made lemon meringue pie with a sponge base is well
worth fighting for. Last week we were having lunch; an American family
sat at the next table. They were admiring the Titanic memorabilia and
photos covering the walls and were surprised that in Britain we have such
an interest in transport from 100 years ago. Conversation eventually came
around to old cars and we told the family that at the weekend there
would be a festival of vintage and modern sports cars in Stratford. I am
not sure if they ever did return to see Stratford’s first Festival of
Motoring and found John Robert’s A7 resplendent in the market square.
Titanic memorabilia lives up to its name with astronomic prices demanded
for quite mundane items; however after looking at recent sales on E Bay I
think that this is now reaching the Austin world. Long gone are the days
when you could pick up a ‘barn find’ A7 for £50; even mediocre parts are
commanding unrealistic prices. Last month a well known Austin Seven was
put up for sale with an asking price of £120,000. In New Zealand an A7
Duck racer recently fetched 200,000 Australian dollars. I wouldn’t want
to comment on these prices; good luck if you can achieve these prices but
they sit well beyond 99% of the Austin fraternity. Even the Brain Purves
book has achieved bids in the 100’s of pounds. Eventually the ‘classic car
bubble’ is likely to burst as it did back in the 90’s and everyone starts
playing pass the parcel (car) and prices tumble. Lets hope we all get good
warning and no one is faced with significant losses experienced 20 years
ago. Well that’s my moan for the month so back to the cars.
The RK fabric had its annual service; unusually it developed a small oil leak
on the tappet cover, which was quickly solved with Three Bond sealant.
Colin, Terry and myself have been using the material for the past five
years with no leaks whatsoever. The grey” toothpaste” sealant was first
developed by the Japanese motorcycle firms for their highly pressured
race engines and sold under Hondabond or Yamabond labels. More
recently European car manufacturers have realised its properties and now
it can be brought for a few pounds on the well known website. The sealant
is impervious to oils and immediately forms a tacky seal. It is excellent
for those weeping A7 engines.
Significant progress has also been made on the TT’s body, working from
period photos Jon Cale and myself (with detailed technical advice from
Chris Gould) have been trying to piece together and replicate all aspects

of the body. As I have reported before, the TT cars (only 5 to 7 in total),
were all different and modifications were made in the experimental
workshop haphazardly to one or more cars at a time. So to say ‘here is an
exact replica of the TT car’ is just about impossible. For example I have
managed to loan photographs of specific TT cars taken in the 30’s 50’s
and 2009 and across a seventy year span changes have been made by the
owner of the time. Unfortunately very few photos exist of Gunnar
Poppes ‘Harlequin’ and so period photos and details gleaned from Beatrice
Canning Browns book the racing history of Austins have formed our ‘best
guess’ at the 1931 specification.

Two aspects that have created the greatest technical difficulties were
forming the front light/mudguard brackets and cutting the 7¾” louvers in
the steel bonnet panels. The front headlight brackets sweep out from the
‘cow-horns’ tapering as they reach the front of the radiator cowl. The
only answer for Jon was to fabricate each one out of four individual
pieces of steel welding these along the entire length without distorting
them in the process. Fabricating the unique upturned
headlamp holders was then a much simpler task.
Forming the 7¾” louvers in the 20 gauge steel bonnet
has been more of a technical problem. No one seems to
own a louver tool substantial enough to punch through
the steel without tearing the metal. Andy Lowe and
Keith Mariner have both come up with options and
as I write the article Jon is pressing ahead (sorry for the
pun) with the task.

Many members may not have realised that in the early stages of the TT’s
restoration Ron Lake tidied up and straightened the 30 year old bodywork
and went on to restore a pair very battered R47 headlights which now sit
resplendent on the car.
I am sure that Ron would have been very pleased to see the fabrication
stage near completion. Sue and I are both proud to display the skills of a
dedicated engineer; we shall all miss him.
I am now preparing the car for the spray shop. Harlequin by its very
nature had an unusual colour scheme. Orange body with black wings, white
tips on the right mudguards and radiator painted half black. At the
moment we are trying to loan an original TT panel to match the colour
exactly.
Every few months Sue and I try to get away for a few days walking (our
other passion besides cars). This year we decided to walk the coastal
path of Jersey some 50 miles in length. We split the walk into 4 sections
and travelled out each morning on the local bus to pick up where we left
of the night before. The weather was very kind to us and we completed
the walk on time. As ever there is always an ulterior motive in our
vacations. The year we had hoped to combine the walking with Jersey’s
Festival of Motoring. With planning progressing well Condor Ferries
decided to move trailers into a commercial rate which made taking the RK
back to the island totally prohibitive. As a result the number of trailered
cars from GB dropped dramatically, only those cars making their way
under their own steam (or petrol) were to be found. I met with the
organisers and they hope to resolve the problem for 2014. With speed
limits of 15mph on the minor roads and a maximum speed of 40 across the
island touring in a vintage car is simply bliss. However to whet appetites
I did take a couple of photos for the album. I don’t seem to remember my
Anglia looking like Peter Rault’s nor could it manage a 1/4mile from a
standing start in 11.2 seconds! Connaught have built him what can only be
described as a rocket rather than an engine.

However my favourite car of the event was a 1928 fabric bodied Lagonda
tourer which the owners spend every spare minute touring Europe. After
Jersey they were taking the ferry to St Malo and into Central France.
What a way to travel. Apparently they have had no breakdowns in the
past 5 years, despite the punishing long journeys for the old girl.

As usual the big Healey cars made their presence known on the island
with their throaty roar. This photo was taken on the seafront at St
Helier before the midnight sprint, which was subsequently won by the
Anglia.

Finally I did meet an islander with an unrestored 1929 Swallow saloon.
The car had matching numbers throughout and the interior was original
and intact. The car had all the hard to find parts still attached. In fact
the only part I could see that was not original was the carb. It did drive
though required a full conservation to bring it back to its former glory.
Price, well we didn’t get onto that but as they say everyman has his price,
it really depends on the market at the time.
Clive, Sue and Colin Danks

I thought your members would like to know that a short film has been made by
Classics In Motion which includes the three Austin Sevens coming to auction on June
22nd 2013. They are a 1927 Chummy, a 1930 'Gould' replica and a 1930 Ulster
replica. Full details on the website: www.classicsinmotion.tv/BillBoddy/
For Sale ….Austin 7 folding trailer, four wheels and winch.
Professionally made. £500 o.n.o
Tel: Tom McFadden 07901894828
For Sale

..1933, 4 Seat Tourer (Running). For details ring Keith on

07961323304 or 01455636926
WANTED
Martin and Jane Blick seek an Austin 7, preferably Box Saloon but would consider a
Ruby: they are not too fussy about the car's condition. They are former Austin 7 Pearl
and Box owners and wish to return to the fold as a diversion from their vintage
motorbikes and pedal cars. They live in the Gloucester area and are prepared to travel
up to, say, 200 miles to view although further distance would be considered.
If you know of a car for sale, please contact Martin and Jane direct on 01452
330878 or on jane@jblick2.orangehome.co.uk

*********************************************************************

An Austin fire truck at Coventry Transport Museums Store
Open day, and two shifty looking characters!
The open day at the Coventry Transport Museum Store is well worth going to if you
see it advertised. It cost £3 each and included the ride in a classic 50s bus (with very
cheerful conductor) from the museum to the store in Sandy Lane. Sadly no cups of
tea.

Looking back at Stanford HaLL 2013
By Angela Hawker and John Tibbets

*****************************************************************************************

There were highs…., the judging of the Men`s cake competition by “the Expert” and,
the icing on the cake, more leisurely picnics enjoyed by all in a tranquil setting in
glorious sunshine.
And lows…. a blown head gasket. But even that was exciting for some. ED

A couple of interesting vehicles seen at Stanford Hall.

Panorama of Stanford Hall 2013 By Angela and John.

*******************************************************************************************************
“Elf n Safety” Department !!
To watch out for! Jumpers Out!!
Here is a handy hint, at least I think it is!
It’s not that my driving terrifies my wife when she's a passenger in the Ruby, its just that
she has got used to hanging on to something when she considers her life or limb or both
are at risk. This is fine in the Ford Focus where there is a handle on the door just for that
purpose but on the Ruby she started to grab onto the chain (tastefully covered with
leather) that releases the door catch. Then danger to life and limb etc was quite real as
the door swung open! It was the Cooperative Funeral Society that saved the
day. And I don't mean that she fell out and their professional services were required!
In common with some other organisations the Coop gives away tokens which can be
used to release supermarket trolleys, it saves having to find a pound coin. The token is
attached to a split ring by a clip on a swivel. Remove the token and then you
have a device which can be attached to the door catch lever and the chain
quickly clipped on. Enter spouse and easily unclip chain from lever leaving
only yourself for terrified spouse to grab hold of.
if you don't fancy the latter
the chain is easily re-clipped to the
door catch and after the first left hand
bend you could be phoning the
Coop Funeral Care number!
By Viv Gale of CA7C
(Thanks to the club for this article.)

Wollaton Park 2013 ……………..The 49th Autokana
If you have never been to the Autokana at Wollaton Park ,organised by the Pre War A7
Club, its well worth a visit for the day or the weekend (as we have done for the past
30+ years with friends and families.)

Pub lunch

BBQ

Our Grandson trying out his driving skills.

What a setting,
a fab weekend.
Many thanks to
all concerned.

FBHVC Newsletter No 2 – 2013 Thanks to The Cornwall Austin7 Club for this article.
Of interest: Owners of classic vehicles received a boost in the Budget. Classic vehicle
tax exemption has been moved forward by a year, so vehicles built before 1 January
1974, will now qualify for a free VED disc. Previously this applied only to cars built
before 1 January, 1973. This to take effect from 14 April 2014. In addition anyone
wanting to declare their vehicle as being off the road will no longer have to do so on an
annual basis, because SORN declarations are now open ended. Changes to MoT tests,
from 20 March 2013, will not be affecting pre-1960 vehicles.
FUEL NEWS
The FBHVC sent representatives to the latest fuel stakeholder meeting, which was
mainly concerned with the best way to launch E10 fuel in the UK. The FBHVC was the
sole voice representing the historic vehicle movement. The DfT expressed the opinion
that ‘the time is not right’ to introduce E10 and ‘the government preference is that E10
will not be introduced soon’. However the introduction will be a purely
commercial decision by the suppliers, who DfT hope ‘would be cognisant of the impact
on consumers’. Looking back at case histories of the introduction of E10 in Europe there
are lessons which have been learned about advance publicity and the amount of
information that needs to be available to the public before the launch.
Retailers have been told not to answer compatibility questions – the idea is to get
consumers educated before they get to the E10 pump. The Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders, (SMMT) have concerns about the lack of information they
have on compatibility with historic vehicles and expressed a desire to deal with the
Federation. We will of course assist in any way we can. A rough rule of thumb
would seem to be that if a vehicle uses carburettors then it is unlikely to be compatible
with E10 petrol.

EU LEGISLATION
Charter of Turin - On 29 January 2013, the Turin Charter came into force, providing
support for owners of historical vehicles in the use, maintenance, repair and restoration
of their vehicle. The charter is a landmark document, recognized worldwide, being an
international voluntary protocol setting standards for the preservation and use of
historic vehicles. Its adoption by the international historic vehicle movement paves the
way for official accreditation of our movement, and its international representative body
FIVA, by the most senior heritage promoting authority in the world, UNESCO.
“If we want to be able to experience classic vehicles in the future, we must make sure
they are recognised as a part of our culture worth protecting now”, said FIVA president
Horst Brüning. “And that doesn’t mean putting old vehicles in museums. Quite the
opposite, we hope this charter leads to people seeing more classic vehicles on public
roads. This is the only way to share their history and the vehicles on public roads.
This is the only way to share their history and the fascination they hold with
everybody.”

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Don`t forget the venue for the June Club night is The Fleur de Lys ,
Lawsonford.

Stanford Hall 50th Anniversary.
Having run Stanford hall for almost 25years, it is a special rally for Keith and I. We
celebrated the 40th Stanford based on the A7 being in 1964 so next year is the 50th.
If this information is incorrect NOW is the time to speak up.
I think we should mark this occasion in some way. Any thoughts?
Although Stanford Hall has new residents we still have fond memories of the Braye
family and their involvement with our rally.

Lady Braye and her husband.
Lord Braye at prize giving. (Our first Stanford as
organizers)

Left, photos of Lady Braye and her husband
and some others you may remember .

*************************************************************
A couple of photos from the Cotswolds Run courtesy of Brian Thompkins.

*More photos from Angela Hawker and John Tibbets next month, sorry I could fit them in
this month.

Terry’s Tips
Leaking rear axles a problem from the 1930’s!
In preparing Clive’s TT rear axle we incorporated a torque tube seal conversion in
conjunction with axle shaft oil seals (obtainable from Seven Workshop). This is a
relatively simple and self explanatory task and only requires a simple turning job on
the lathe; can be undertaken on any axle with a scroll nut; and has the advantage
that can fit without removing the torque tube.

A = Adjuster
B = Spring Ring
C = Washer
D = Oil Seal
E = Seal Plate
F = Oil Ring

Assembly instructions for axle shaft oil seal
Press oil seal into seal plate with the spring facing outwards. Fit the “O” ring to the
back of the seal plate. Fit into the axle casing with the washer. Compress the seal
assembly by using a length of screwed rod, nut and large washers through the
casing. Fit the spring ring into the casing, pre-lubricate the seal before fitting the
adjuster. The axle shaft seal with additional ‘O’ ring will stop oil leaking around the
outside of the seal bearing. Lip seals in the hubs complete the task.

Torque tube seal preparation
The torque tube seal conversion requires a 1.31 x 1.87 x .25 rotary oil seal with
garterspring. This can be purchase from www.simplebearings.co.uk/shop/index.php?cpath=194463
which fits into the brass scroll nut. You simply need to make a 0.25 spacer to
position the seal on the drive flange (see photos). The spacer can be made from
brass, aluminium or steel.

Finally with effective sealing the viscosity of the rear axle oil can be reduced to 90
grade reducing axle drag considerably. To complete the task mark the rear axle
casing with a new oil level point and fill through the marked axle casing bolt.

Finally many thanks for the supportive comments on Terry’s Tips. We hope the
articles are of some value and will start a new series in the Autumn based on engine
improvements.

Terry Griffin.
………………………………………………………………………………………..
Don`t forget where the June club night is! Fleur de Lys, Lowsonford.

